
Image Reconstruction: From
Sparsity to Data-Adaptive
Methods and Machine
Learning
This article overviews how sparsity, data-driven methods and machine learning have,
and will continue to, influence the general area of image reconstruction, cutting across
modalities. In general, this contribution looks at progress in medical image
reconstruction methods with focus on the two most recent trends: methods based on
sparsity or low-rank models, and data-driven methods based on machine learning
techniques.
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ABSTRACT | The field of medical image reconstruction has seen

roughly four types of methods. The first type tended to be ana-

lytical methods, such as filtered backprojection (FBP) for X-ray

computed tomography (CT) and the inverse Fourier transform

for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), based on simple math-

ematical models for the imaging systems. These methods are

typically fast, but have suboptimal properties such as poor

resolution-noise tradeoff for CT. A second type is iterative

reconstruction methods based on more complete models for

the imaging system physics and, where appropriate, models

for the sensor statistics. These iterative methods improved

image quality by reducing noise and artifacts. The U.S. Food
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and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved methods among

these have been based on relatively simple regularization

models. A third type of methods has been designed to accom-

modate modified data acquisition methods, such as reduced

sampling in MRI and CT to reduce scan time or radiation dose.

These methods typically involve mathematical image models

involving assumptions such as sparsity or low rank. A fourth

type of methods replaces mathematically designed models

of signals and systems with data-driven or adaptive models

inspired by the field of machine learning. This article focuses

on the twomost recent trends in medical image reconstruction:

methods based on sparsity or low-rank models and data-driven

methods based on machine learning techniques.
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emission tomography (PET); single-photon emission computed
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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N

Various medical imaging modalities are popular in clinical
practice, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray
computed tomography (CT), positron-emission tomogra-
phy (PET), single-photon emission CT (SPECT), and so
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on. These modalities help to image various biological and
anatomical structures and physiological functions and aid
in medical diagnosis and treatment. Ensuring high qual-
ity images reconstructed from limited or corrupted (e.g.,
noisy) measurements such as subsampled data in MRI
(reducing acquisition time) or low-dose or sparse-view
data in CT (reducing patient radiation exposure) has
been a popular area of research and holds high value
in improving clinical throughput and patient experience.
This article reviews some of the major recent advances
in the field of image reconstruction, focusing on methods
that use sparsity, low-rankness, and machine learning. We
focus partly on PET, SPECT, CT, and MRI examples, but
the general methods can be useful for other modalities,
both medical and nonmedical. This article is part of a
special issue that focuses on sparsity and machine learning
in medical imaging. Other articles in this issue emphasize
other modalities.

A. Types of Image Reconstruction Methods

Image reconstruction methods have undergone signif-
icant advances over the past few decades, with differ-
ent paths for various modalities. These advances can
be broadly grouped in four categories of methods. The
first category consists of analytical and algebraic methods.
These methods include the classical filtered backprojec-
tion (FBP) methods for X-ray CT [e.g., Feldkamp–Davis–
Kress (FDK) method [1]] and the inverse Fast Fourier
transform and extensions such as the nonuniform fast
Fourier transform (NUFFT) [2], [3] for MRI and CT. These
methods are based on relatively simple mathematical
models of the imaging systems, and although they have
efficient and fast implementations, they suffer from sub-
optimal properties such as poor resolution-noise tradeoff
for CT.

A second category of reconstruction methods involves
iterative reconstruction algorithms that are based on more
sophisticated models for the imaging system’s physics
and models for sensor and noise statistics. Often called
model-based image reconstruction (MBIR) methods or sta-
tistical image reconstruction (SIR) methods, these schemes
iteratively estimate the unknown image based on the sys-
tem (physical or forward) model, measurement statistical
model, and assumed prior information about the under-
lying object [4], [5]. For example, minimizing penalized
weighted-least-squares (PWLS) cost functions has been
popular in many modalities including PET and X-ray CT,
and these costs include a statistically weighted quadratic
data-fidelity term (capturing the imaging forward model
and noise variance) and a penalty term called a regular-
izer that models the prior information about the object
[6]. These iterative reconstruction methods improve image
quality by reducing noise and artifacts. In MRI, parallel
data acquisition methods (P-MRI) exploit the diversity of
multiple receiver coils to acquire fewer Fourier or k-space
samples [7]. Today, P-MRI acquisition is used widely in
commercial systems, and MBIR-type methods in this case

include those based on coil sensitivity encoding (SENSE)
[7], and so on. The iterative medical image reconstruction
methods approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA) for SPECT, PET, and X-ray CT have been based
on relatively simple regularization models.

A third category of reconstruction methods accommo-
date modified data acquisition methods such as reduced
sampling in MRI and CT to significantly reduce scan
time and/or radiation dose. Compressed sensing (CS)
techniques [8]–[12] have been particularly popular
among this class of methods (leading to journal special
issues [13], [14]). These methods have been so benefi-
cial for MRI [15], [16] that they recently obtained FDA
approval [17]–[19]. CS theory predicts the recovery of
images from far fewer measurements than the number
of unknowns, provided that the image is sparse in a
transform domain or dictionary, and the acquisition or
sampling procedure is appropriately incoherent with the
transform. Since magnetic resonance (MR) acquisition in
Fourier or k-space occurs sequentially over time, making it
a relatively slow modality, CS for MRI can enable quicker
acquisition by collecting fewer k-space samples. However,
the reduced sampling time comes at the cost of slower,
nonlinear, and iterative reconstruction. The methods for
reconstruction from limited data typically exploit mathe-
matical image models based on sparsity or low rank, and so
on. In particular, CS-based MRI methods often use variable
density random sampling techniques to acquire the data
and use sparsifying transforms such as wavelets, finite
difference operators [via total variation (TV) penalty],
contourlets, etc., for reconstruction [15], [20]. Research
about such methods also focused on developing new the-
ory and guarantees for sampling and reconstruction from
limited data [21] and on new optimization algorithms for
reconstruction with good convergence rates [22].

A fourth category of image reconstruction methods
replaces mathematically designed models of images and
processes with data-driven or adaptive models inspired by
the field of machine learning. Such models (e.g., synthe-
sis dictionaries [23], sparsifying transforms [24], tensor
models, etc.) can be learned in various ways such as
by using training data sets [25], [26], or even learned
jointly with the reconstruction [25], [27]–[29], a setting
called model-blind reconstruction or blind CS (BCS) [30].
Although most of these methods perform offline recon-
struction (where the reconstruction is performed once all
the measurements are collected), recent works show that
the models can also be learned in a time-sequential or
online manner from streaming measurements to recon-
struct dynamic objects [31], [32]. The learning can be
done in an unsupervised manner employing model-based
and surrogate cost functions, or the reconstruction algo-
rithms [such as deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs)] can be trained in a supervised manner to min-
imize the error in reconstructing training data sets that
typically consist of pairs of ground truth and undersam-
pled data [33]–[37]. These learning-based reconstruction
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methods form a very active field of research with numer-
ous conference special sessions and special journal issues
devoted to the topic [38].

The categories above are not a strict chronology; for
example, neural network (NN) methods were investigated
for image reconstruction as early as 1991 [39], and for MR
spectroscopy soon thereafter [40], and some of the earliest
methods for X-ray CT were iterative.

B. Focus and Outline of This Article

This article reviews the progress in medical image recon-
struction, focusing on the two most recent trends: methods
based on sparsity using analytical models, and low-rank
models and extensions that combine sparsity and low rank,
etc.; and data-driven models and approaches exploiting
machine learning. Some of the mathematical underpin-
nings and connections between different models and their
pros and cons are also discussed.

This article is organized as follows. Section II describes
early image reconstruction approaches, especially those
used in current clinical systems. Sections III and IV
describe sparsity and low-rank-based approaches for
image reconstruction. Section V surveys the advances in
data-driven image models and related machine learn-
ing approaches for image reconstruction. Among the
learning-based methods, techniques that learn image mod-
els using model-based cost functions from the training
data, or on-the-fly from measurements are discussed, fol-
lowed by recent methods relying on supervised learn-
ing of models for reconstruction, typically from data
sets of high-quality images and their corrupted versions.
Section VI reviews the very recent works using learned
CNNs (also known as deep learning) for image reconstruc-
tion. Section VII discusses some of the current challenges
and open questions in image reconstruction and outlines
future directions for the field. Section VIII concludes this
review article.

II. I T E R AT I V E R E C O N S T R U C T I O N
U S E D C L I N I C A L LY

This section focuses on some of the iterative MBIR meth-
ods that are in routine clinical use currently and relates
the models used in those systems to the sparsity models
used in the contemporary literature. As mentioned in the
introduction, MBIR methods have been used routinely
for many years in commercial SPECT, PET, and CT sys-
tems. Early publications on MBIR methods tended to focus
on mathematical Bayesian models. In contrast, recent
data-driven methods are based on empirical distributions
from the training data, as discussed later in this article.
The dominant Bayesian approach for reconstructing an
image x̂ from data y was the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
approach of finding the maximizer of the posterior p(x|y).
By the Bayes rule, the MAP approach is equivalent to

x̂ = arg min
x

(− log p(y|x) − log p(x)) (1)

where − log p(y|x) denotes the negative log-likelihood
that describes the imaging system physics and noise sta-
tistics. The benefits of modeling the system noise and
physics properties were the primary driver for the early
work on MBIR methods for PET and SPECT, compared to
classical reconstruction methods like FBP that use quite
simple geometric models and lack statistical modeling.
In MRI, early iterative methods were driven by
non-Cartesian sampling and parallel imaging [41]. The
function p(x) in (1) denotes a Bayesian prior that captures
assumptions about the image x. Markov random field
(MRF) models were particularly popular in early work;
these methods typically assign higher prior probabilities
for images x where neighboring pixels tend to have similar
values [42], [43], often using “line sites” to infer the
presence of boundaries between pixels [44], sometimes
with the guidance of images from other modalities of the
same patient (“anatomical priors”) [45]–[48].

Although the term sparsity is uncommon in papers about
MRF models, the “older” assumption that neighboring
pixels tend to have similar values is quite closely related
to the “newer” assumption that the differences between
neighboring pixel values tend to be sparse.

The form of (1) is equivalent1 to the following regular-
ized optimization problem:

x̂ = arg min
x

f(x) + βR(x) (2)

where f(x) denotes a data-fidelity term and R(x) denotes
a regularizer that encourages the image x̂ to have some
assumed properties such as piecewise smoothness. The
positive regularization parameter β controls the tradeoff
between overfitting the (noisy) data and oversmoothing
the image. More recent MBIR papers, and the commercial
methods, tend to adopt this regularization perspective
rather than using the Bayesian terminology. Early
commercial PET and SPECT reconstruction methods used
unregularized algorithms [49], but more recent methods
use edge-preserving (EP) regularization involving
nonquadratic functions of the differences between
neighboring pixels [50], essentially implicitly assuming
that the image gradients are sparse, i.e., that those
differences are mostly zero or near zero. In 1-D, a typical
regularizer would be

R(x) =
�N

n=2 ψ(xn − xn−1) (3)

where N is the number of pixels, and ψ denotes a
“potential function” (in Bayesian parlance) such as the
hyperbola ψ(z) = (|z|2 + δ2)1/2 or a generalized Gaussian
function [51] (a few modifications of the regularizer

1 For any prior p(x), one can simply define βR(x) = − log p(x)
to write (1) in the form (2). However, for most regularizers R(x) used
in practice, defining p(x) ∝ exp(−βR(x)) would be an “improper
prior” because there is no constant that makes p(x) integrate to unity.
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are needed to make it work well in practice [52], [53]).
MBIR methods for clinical CT systems also use EP
regularization [54].

The potential functions ψ that are used clinically in
FDA-approved methods for CT and PET include a gen-
eralized Gaussian function [54] and a relative-difference
prior [53]. These potential functions are relatives of the
total variation (TV) regularizer that is studied widely in
the academic literature. However, TV imposes a strong
assumption of gradient sparsity because it uses the non-
smooth absolute value potential ψ(z) = |z| that is well
suited to images that are piecewise constant but less suit-
able for images that are piecewise smooth. In particular,
the TV regularizer leads to CT images with undesirable
patchy textures; so the commercial systems use an EP
regularizer that does not enforce sparsity as strictly [54].
In summary, the current clinical methods for PET, SPECT,
and CT use optimization formulations of the form (2) with
regularizers akin to (3), thereby moderately encouraging
gradient sparsity.

III. S PA R S I T Y U S I N G M AT H E M AT I C A L
M O D E L S

This section discusses image reconstruction methods that
are based on models for the image x that involve some
form of sparsity. Methods based on sparsity models have a
long history in signal processing [55], [56]. Such methods
are now being used clinically to accelerate MRI scans,
making such scans shorter, reducing the effects of patient
motion, and improving patient comfort.

The regularizer based on finite differences in (3) (e.g.,
with ψ(z) = |z|) is equivalent to assuming the image
gradients are sparse. Assumptions of gradient sparsity or
piecewise smoothness have a long history in imaging [42],
[43], [57]. This model is a special case of the more general
assumption that Tx is sparse for some spatial operator T .
This is called “analysis regularization” and a typical image
reconstruction optimization formulation for such models is

x̂ = arg min
x

1

2
�Ax − y�2

2 + β �Tx�1 . (4)

The �1-norm is often used as the sparsity regularizer and
can be viewed as a convex relaxation or convex envelope
of the nonconvex �0 “norm” that measures the size of
the support of a vector or counts the number of nonzero
entries. Alternative penalties such as �Tx�p

p for 0 < p < 1

that better approximate �Tx�0 have also been used for
reconstruction [58]. There are many operators T that
have been used for image reconstruction; the two most
popular ones are finite-differences, corresponding to TV,
and various wavelet transforms. Wavelets are the sparsi-
fying model used in the JPEG 2000 image compression
standard, because they are effective at sparsifying natural
images. The combination of both wavelets and TV is partic-
ularly common in MRI [15], and, although the details are

proprietary, it is likely that such combinations are used in
the commercial MRI systems [59].

In some settings, one has a “prior image” x̄ available,
in which case one can modify (4) to encourage similarity
with that prior image using a cost function like

x̂ = arg min
x

1

2
�Ax − y�2

2 + β �T (x− x̄)�1 . (5)

The prior image constrained CS (PICCS) approach is an
example of this type of approach [60].

An alternative to the analysis regularization model (4)
is to assume that the image can be represented as a
sparse linear combination of atoms from a dictionary,
i.e., x = Dz where D is a dictionary and z is a coefficient
vector. One way to express this assumption as an optimiza-
tion problem is

x̂ = Dẑ, ẑ = arg min
z

1

2
�ADz − y�2

2 + β �z�1 (6)

where A denotes the imaging system model. This synthe-
sis formulation is equivalent to the analysis formulation
(4) when D and T are both square and full-rank and
D = T−1 (a basis). When T is tall and its rows form a
frame, then (4) is equivalent to a synthesis formulation
(D = T L, a left-inverse of T ), but with z in (6) con-
strained to be in the range space of T . However, usually,
T is a general operator and D is wide. A drawback of
this synthesis sparsity formulation is that it relies heavily
on the assumption that x = Dz, whereas an approximate
form x ≈ Dz may be more reasonable in practice, partic-
ularly when the dictionary D comes from a mathematical
model that might not perfectly represent natural medical
images. An alternative synthesis formulation that allows
an approximate sparsity model is

x̂ = arg min
x

1

2
�Ax − y�2

2 + βR(x)

R(x) = min
z

1

2
�x−Dz�2

2 + α �z�1 .

A drawback of this approach is that it requires one to
select two regularization parameters (α and β). Other
sparsity models include generalized analysis models [24],
and the balanced sparse model for tight frames [61],
where the signal is sparse in a synthesis dictionary and
also approximately sparse in the corresponding transform
(transpose of the dictionary) domain, with a common
sparse representation in both domains. These models have
been applied to inverse problems such as in CS MRI [15],
[61], [62].

The drawback of all of the models discussed in this
section is that, traditionally, the underlying operators such
as T and D are designed mathematically, typically with
empirical validation on real data, rather than being com-
puted directly from training data or adapted to a specific
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patient’s data. Nevertheless, they are useful, as evidenced
by their adoption in clinical MRI systems. Most of the
methods in subsequent sections are more data-driven
approaches.

IV. L O W-R A N K M O D E L S

Although sparsity models have been popular in image
reconstruction, particularly in CS, various alternative mod-
els exploiting properties such as the inherent low rankness
of the data have also shown promise in imaging applica-
tions. This section reviews some of the low-rank models
and their extensions such as when combined with sparsity,
followed by recent structured low-rank matrix approaches
[63]–[68]. The assumption that a matrix is low rank is
equivalent to assuming that its singular values are sparse.
Both sparsity and low rankness involve assumptions of sim-
plicity, and these relationships are unified by the notion of
atomic norms [69]. As there are many works on low-rank
models for various modalities and applications, we only
provide an overview of some low-rank methods, their
extensions, and connections to sparsity, rather than an
exhaustive review.

A. Low-Rank Models and Extensions

Low-rank models have been exploited in many imag-
ing applications such as dynamic MRI [70], functional
MRI [71], [72], diffusion-weighted MRI [73], and MR
fingerprinting [74]–[76].

Low-rank assumptions are especially useful when
processing dynamic or time-series data and have been
popular in dynamic MRI, where the underlying image
sequence tends to be quite correlated over time. In
dynamic MRI, the measurements are inherently under-
sampled because the object changes as the samples are
collected. Reconstruction methods therefore typically pool
the k-t space data in time to make sets of k-space data
(the underlying dynamic object is written in the form of
a Casorati matrix [70], whose rows represent voxels and
columns denote temporal frames, and the sets of k-space
data denote measurements of such frames) that appear
to have sufficient samples. However, these methods can
have poor temporal resolution and artifacts due to pooling.
Careful design of model-based (CS-type) techniques can
help to achieve improved temporal or spatial resolution in
such undersampled settings.

Several works have exploited low rankness of the
underlying Casorati (space-time) matrix for dynamic MRI
reconstruction [70], [77]–[79]. Low-rank modeling of
local space-time image patches has also been investi-
gated in [80]. Later works combined low-rank (L) and
sparsity (S) models for improved reconstruction. Some
of these works model the dynamic image sequence as
both low-rank and sparse (L & S) [81], [82]. There has
also been growing interest in models that decompose the
dynamic image sequence into the sum of a low-rank and
sparse component [also known as robust principal com-
ponent analysis (RPCA)] [83], [84]. In this L + S model,

the low-rank component can capture the background or
slowly changing parts of the dynamic object, whereas
the sparse component can capture the dynamics in the
foreground such as local motion or contrast changes, and
so on.

Recent works have applied the L + S model to dynamic
MRI reconstruction [85], [86], with the S component mod-
eled as sparse by itself or in a known transform domain.
Accurate reconstructions can be obtained [85] when the
underlying L and S components are incoherent (distin-
guishable) and the k-t space acquisition is appropriately
incoherent with these components. The L + S reconstruc-
tion problem can be formulated as follows:

min
xL, xS

1

2
�A(xL + xS) − y�2

2 + λL �R1(xL)�∗
+ λS �TxS�1 . (7)

Here, the underlying vectorized object satisfies the L + S
decomposition x = xL + xS . The sensing operator A
acting on it can take various forms. For example, in parallel
imaging of a dynamic object, A performs frame-by-frame
multiplication by coil sensitivities (in the SENSE approach)
followed by undersampled Fourier encoding. The low-rank
regularization penalizes the nuclear norm of R1(xL),
where R1(·) reshapes its input into a space-time matrix.
The nuclear norm serves as a convex surrogate or envelope
for the nonconvex matrix rank. The sparsity penalty on
xS has a similar form as in CS approaches, and λL and
λS are nonnegative weights above. Problem (7) is con-
vex and can be solved using various iterative techniques.
Otazo et al. [85] used the proximal gradient method,
wherein the updates involved simple singular value thresh-
olding (SVT) for the L component and soft thresholding for
the S component. Later, we mention a data-driven version
of the L + S model in Section V-B. Although the above
works used low-rank models of matrices (e.g., obtained by
reshaping the underlying multidimensional dynamic object
into a space-time matrix), other recent works also used
low-rank tensor models of the underlying object (a tensor)
in reconstruction [87]–[90].

B. Low-Rank Structured Matrix Models

So far, we discussed low-rank and sparsity models that
both involve dimensionality reduction. The former involves
a low-dimensional subspace, whereas the latter is typically
viewed as unions of such subspaces. This section reviews
the structured low-rank methods and elaborates on the
connections between sparsity and low-rank modeling.

The low-rank Hankel structure matrix appro-
aches [63]–[68], [91]–[93] have been studied extensively
for various imaging problems. Unlike the standard
low-rank approaches that are based on the redundancies
between similar data, the low-rank Hankel structure
matrix approaches are based on the fundamental duality
between spatial-domain sparsity and the spectral-domain
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Fig. 1. Fundamental duality between sparsity in the image-domain and low-rank Hankel matrix in Fourier domain.

Hankel matrix rank, which is also related to local
polynomial approximation [57].

To explain this duality, we first review the literature
on the sampling theory of signals having finite rate of
innovations (FRI) [94]–[96]. Consider a superposition of
r Dirac impulses as shown in Fig. 1

x(t) =

r−1�
j=0

ajδ (t− tj) , tj ∈ [0, 1]. (8)

The associated Fourier series coefficients are given by

x̂[k] =

r−1�
j=0

aje
−i2πktj . (9)

The sampling theory for FRI signals [94], [95] showed
that there exists an annihilating filter ĥ[k] in the Fourier
domain, of length (r + 1), such that

(ĥ ∗ x̂)[k] =

r�
l=0

ĥ[l]x̂[k − l] = 0 (10)

whose z-transform representation is given by

ĥ(z) =

r�
l=0

ĥ[l]z−l =

r−1�
j=0

(1 − e−i2πtjz−1). (11)

As shown in Fig. 1, the annihilating filter relationship
implies that the convolution matrix multiplied by an anni-
hilating filter vector vanishes. Accordingly, the following
Hankel structured matrix, corresponding to the submatrix
of the convolution matrix, is rank-deficient:

H
[n]

[d] (x̂) :=

�
�����

x̂[0] x̂[1] · · · x̂[d− 1]

x̂[1] x̂[2] · · · x̂[d]
...

...
. . .

...
x̂[n− d] x̂[n− d+ 1] · · · x̂[n− 1]

�
����	

where [n] := {0, . . . , n − 1}. Specifically, it was shown in

[92] that if the minimum annihilating filter length is r+ 1,
then

rank H
[n]
[d] (x̂) = r.

Thus, given sparsely sampled spectral measurements on
the index set Ω ⊂ [n], the missing spectrum estimation
problem can be formulated as

arg min
m∈Cn



H
[n]
[d] (m)




∗ (12)

s.t. PΩ(m) = PΩ(x̂) (13)

where PΩ(·) denotes the projection on the measured k-
space samples on the index set Ω. Although the above
discussion is for Dirac impulses, the same principle holds
for general FRI signals that can be converted to Diracs or
differentiated Diracs after a whitening operator, since the
corresponding Fourier spectrum is a simple elementwise
multiplication with the spectrums of the operator and
the unknown signal, and the weighted spectrum has a
low-rank Hankel structure [64], [92].

In contrast to standard CS approaches for MRI, the
optimization problem in (12) is purely in the measure-
ment domain. After estimating the fully sampled Fourier
data, the final reconstruction can be obtained by a simple
inverse Fourier transform. This property leads to remark-
able flexibility in real-world applications that classical
approaches have difficulty exploiting. For example, this
formulation has been successfully applied to CS MRI
with state-of-the-art performance for single-coil imaging
[63]–[66], [92]. Another flexibility is the recovery of
images from multichannel measurements with unknown
sensitivities [64], [97]. These schemes rely on the low-rank
structure of a structured matrix, obtained by concatenating
block Hankel matrices formed from each channel’s data.
Similar to L + S decomposition in [85], the L + S model
for Hankel structure matrix was also used to remove the
k-space outliers in MR imaging problems [68]. Such
approaches have also been successfully used for super-
resolution microscopy [98], image inpainting prob-
lems [99], image impulse noise removal [100], and so on.

The common thread between sparsity models, low-rank,
and structured low-rank models is that they all strive to
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capture signal redundancies to make up for missing or
noisy data.

V. D ATA-D R I V E N A N D L E A R N I N G-
B A S E D M O D E L S

The most recent class of methods constituting the
fourth category of image reconstruction schemes exploits
data-driven and learning-based models. This section and
the next review several of these varied models and meth-
ods. The development of efficient algorithms for the often
nonconvex learning-based problems is briefly discussed.
The pros and cons of various methods, as well as their
connections are also discussed.

A. Partially Data-Adaptive Sparsity-Based
Methods

Although early reconstruction methods such as in CS
MRI used sparsity in known transform domains such as
wavelets [15], TV domain, contourlets [20], etc., later
works proposed partially data-adaptive sparsity models by
incorporating directional information of patches or block
matching, etc., during reconstruction.

A patch-based directional wavelet (PBDW) scheme was
proposed for MRI in [101], wherein the regularizer was
based on analysis sparsity and was the sum of the �1-norms
of each optimally (adaptively) rearranged and transformed
(by fixed 1-D Haar wavelets) image patch. The patch
rearrangement or permutation involved rearranging pixels
parallel to a certain geometric direction, approximating
patch rotation. The best permutation for each patch from
among a set of predefined permutations was precomputed
based on initial reconstructions to minimize the residual
between the transformed permuted patch and its thresh-
olded version. An improved reconstruction method was
proposed in [102], where the optimal permutations were
computed for patches extracted from the subbands in the
2-D wavelet domain (a shift-invariant discrete wavelet
transform is used) of the image. A recent work [103]
proposed a different effective modification of the PBDW
scheme, wherein a unitary matrix is adapted to sparsify
the patches grouped with a common (optimal) permu-
tation. In this case, the analysis sparsity penalty dur-
ing reconstruction used the �1-norms of patches trans-
formed by the adapted unitary matrices (one per group of
patches).

A different fast and effective method [patch-based non-
local operator (PANO)] was proposed in [104], wherein for
each patch, a small group of patches most similar to it was
preestimated (called block matching), and the regularizer
during reconstruction penalized the sparsity of the groups
of patches in a known transform domain. Another recon-
struction scheme based on adaptive clustering of patches
was applied to MRI in [105]. All these aforementioned
methods are also quite related to the recent transform
learning-based methods described in Section V-C, where
the sparsifying operators are fully adapted in an optimiza-
tion framework.

Fig. 2. Synthesis dictionary model for image patches: overlapping

patches P jx of the image x are assumed approximated by sparse

linear combinations of columns of the dictionary D, i.e., P jx ≈Dzj,

where zj has several zeros (denoted with white blocks).

B. Synthesis Dictionary Learning-Based
Approaches for Reconstruction

Among the learning-based approaches that have
shown promise for medical image reconstruction, one
popular class of methods exploits synthesis dictionary
learning (DL).

1) Synthesis Dictionary Model: As briefly discussed in
Section III, the synthesis model suggests that a signal
can be approximated by a sparse linear combination of
atoms or columns of a dictionary, i.e., the signal lives
approximately in a subspace spanned by a few dictionary
atoms. Because different signals may be approximated
with different subsets of dictionary columns, the model is
viewed as a union of subspaces model [106].

In imaging, the synthesis model is often applied to image
patches (see Fig. 2) or image blocks P jx as P jx ≈ Dzj ,
with P j denoting the operator that extracts a vectorized
patch (with n pixels) of x,D ∈ C

n×K denoting a synthesis
dictionary (in general complex-valued), and zj ∈ C

K

being the sparse representation or code for the patch
P jx with many zeros. Although dictionaries based on
the discrete cosine transform (DCT), etc., can be used to
model image patches, much better representations can be
obtained by adapting the dictionaries to data. The learn-
ing of synthesis dictionaries has been explored in many
works [23], [107], [108] and shown to be promising in
inverse problem settings [27], [109], [110].

2) Dictionary Learning for MRI: A DL-based method for
MRI (DL-MRI) was proposed in [27], where the image and
the dictionary for its patches are simultaneously estimated
from limited measurements. The approach also known
as blind CS (BCS) [30] does not require the training
data and learns a dictionary that is highly adaptive to
the underlying image content. However, the optimization
problem is highly nonconvex and is formulated as follows:

min
x,D,Z

1

2
�Ax − y�2

2 + β
N�

j=1

�P jx −Dzj�2
2

s.t. �zj�0 ≤ s, �di�2 = 1, ∀ i, j. (14)
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This corresponds to using a DL regularizer (weighted by
β > 0) of the following form:

R(x) = min
D,Z

N�
j=1

�P jx−Dzj�2
2

s.t. �zj�0 ≤ s, �di�2 = 1, ∀ i, j (15)

where Z is a matrix whose columns are the sparse codes
zj that each have at most s nonzeros, and the �0 “norm”
counts the total number of nonzeros in a vector or matrix.
The columns di of D are constrained to have unit norm
as, otherwise, di can be scaled arbitrarily along with
corresponding inverse scaling of the ith row of Z , and the
objective is invariant to this scaling ambiguity.

Problem (14) was optimized in [27] by alternating
between solving for the image x (image update step) and
optimizing the dictionary and sparse coefficients (DL step).
In specific cases such as in single-coil Cartesian MRI, the
image update step is solved in closed-form using FFTs.
However, the DL step involves a nonconvex and NP-hard
optimization problem [111]. Various DL algorithms exist
for this problem and its variants [23], [108], [112] that
often alternate between updating the sparse coefficients
(sparse coding) and the dictionary. The DL-MRI method
for (14) used the K-SVD DL algorithm [23] and showed
significant image quality improvements over previous CS
MRI methods that used nonadaptive wavelets and TV [15].
However, it is slow due to expensive and repeated sparse
coding steps and lacked convergence guarantees. In prac-
tice, variable rather than common sparsity levels across
patches can be allowed in DL-MRI by using an error
threshold-based stopping criterion when sparse coding
with orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [113].

3) Other Applications and Variations: Later works
applied DL to dynamic MRI [28], [114], [115], parallel
MRI [116], and PET reconstruction [117]. An alternative
Bayesian nonparametric DL approach was used for MRI
reconstruction in [118]. DL was studied for CT image
reconstruction in [25], which compared the BCS approach
to prelearning the dictionary from a data set and fixing
it during reconstruction. The former was found to be
more promising when sufficient views (in sparse-view CT)
were measured, whereas with very few views (or with
very little measured information), prelearning performed
better. Tensor-structured (patch-based) DL has also been
exploited recently for dynamic CT [119] and spectral
CT [120] reconstructions.

4) Recent Efficient Dictionary-Learning-Based Methods:
Recent work proposed efficient DL-based reconstruction
algorithms, dubbed sum of outer products dictionary learn-
ing (SOUP-DIL) image reconstruction algorithms [121]
that used the following regularizer:

Fig. 3. DL for MRI (images from [121]). (a) SOUP-DILLO MRI [121]

reconstruction (uses SOUP-DIL with �� penalty) of the water

phantom [102]. (b) Sampling mask in k-space with 2.5×
undersampling. (c) Real and (d) imaginary parts of the dictionary

learned during reconstruction, with atoms shown as 6 × 6 patches.

min
D ,Z

N�
j=1

�
�P jx −Dzj�2

2 + λ2�zj�0

�
s.t. �di�2 = 1, ∀ i.

(16)

Here, the aggregate sparsity penalty
�N

j=1 �zj�0 with
weight λ2 automatically enables variable sparsity levels
across patches. The DL step of the SOUP-DIL reconstruction
algorithm efficiently optimized (16) using an exact block
coordinate descent (BCD) scheme by decomposing DZ as
a sum of outer products (SOUP) of dictionary columns and
rows of Z, and solving for di and then the ith row of Z
(by thresholding) in closed-form, and cycling over all such
pairs (1 ≤ i ≤ K).

Although the earlier DL-MRI used inexact (greedy)
and expensive sparse code updates and lacked conver-
gence analysis, the SOUP-DIL scheme used efficient, exact
updates and was proven to converge to the critical points
(generalized stationary points) of the underlying problems
and improved image quality over several schemes [121].
Fig. 3 shows an example reconstruction with this BCS
method along with the learned dictionaries. Another
recent work [122] extended the L + S model for dynamic
image reconstruction in (7) to a low rank and adaptive
sparse signal model that incorporated a DL regularizer
similar to (16) for the xS-component.

5) Alternative Convolutional Dictionary Model: One can
replace the patch-based dictionary model with a convolu-
tional model as x ≈ �K

i=1 di ⊗ ci that directly represents
the image as a sum of (possibly circular) convolutions of
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dictionary filters di and sparse coefficient maps ci [123],
[124]. The convolutional synthesis dictionary model is
distinct from the patch-based model. However, its main
drawback is the inability to represent very low-frequency
content in images, necessitating preprocessing of images to
remove very low-frequency content prior to convolutional
DL. The utility of convolutional synthesis DL for biomedical
image reconstruction is an open and interesting area for
future research (see [125] for a denoising formulation that
could be extended to inverse problems).

C. Sparsifying Transform Learning-Based Methods

Several recent works have studied the learning of the
efficient sparsifying transform model for biomedical image
reconstruction [26], [29], [126]. This section reviews
these advances (see [127] for an MRI focused review).

1) Transform Model: The sparsifying transform model is
a generalization [24] of the analysis dictionary model. The
latter assumes that applying an operator W to a signal f
produces several zeros in the output, i.e., the signal lies
in the null space of a subset of rows of the operator. The
sparsifying transform model allows for a sparse approxi-
mation asW f = z + e, where z has several zeros and e is a
transform-domain modeling error. Natural images are well
known to be approximately sparse in transform domains
such as the DCT and wavelets, a property that has been
exploited for image compression [128], denoising, and
inverse problems. A key advantage of the sparsifying trans-
form model compared to the synthesis dictionary model
is that the transform-domain sparse approximation can be
computed exactly and cheaply by thresholding W f [24].

2) Early Efficient Transform Learning-Based Methods:
Recent works [29], [126] proposed transform learning-
based image reconstruction methods that involved com-
putationally cheap, closed-form updates in the iterative
algorithms. The following square transform learning [24]
regularizer was used for reconstruction in [126]:

R(x) = min
W ,Z

N�
j=1

�WP jx − zj�2
2 + γQ(W ) s.t. �Z�0 ≤ s

(17)

where W ∈ C
n×n is a square matrix and the transform

learning regularizer Q(W ) = − log |detW | + 0.5 �W �2
F

with weight γ > 0 prevents trivial solutions in learning
such as the zero matrix or matrices with repeated rows.
Moreover, it also helps to control the condition number
of the transform [24]. The term

�N
j=1 �WP jx − zj�2

2

denotes the transform-domain modeling error or sparsifi-
cation error, which is minimized to learn a good sparsifying
transform. The constraint in (17) on the �0 “norm” of
the matrix Z controls the net or aggregate sparsity of all
patches’ sparse coefficients.

The image reconstruction problem with regularizer (17)
was solved in [126] using a highly efficient BCD approach

that alternates between minimizing with respect to Z

(transform sparse coding step), W (transform update
step), and x (image update step). Importantly, the trans-
form sparse coding step has a closed-form solution, where
the matrix B, whose columns are WP jx, is thresholded
to its s largest magnitude elements, with other entries set
to zero. When the sparsity constraint is replaced with alter-
native sparsity promoting functions such as the �0 sparsity
penalty or �1 penalty, the sparse coding solution is obtained
in closed form by hard or soft thresholding. The transform
update step has a simple solution involving the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of a small matrix [126], and
the image update step involves a least-squares problem
(e.g., in the case of single-coil Cartesian MRI, it is solved in
closed form using FFTs [126]). This efficient BCD scheme
was proven to converge, in general, to the critical points of
the nonconvex reconstruction problem [126].

In practice, the sparsity controlling parameter can be
varied over algorithm iterations (a continuation strategy),
allowing for faster artifact removal initially and then
reduced bias over the iterations [29]. The scheme in [126]
was shown to be much faster than the previous DL-MRI
scheme. Tanc and Eksioglu [129] further combined trans-
form learning with global sparsity regularization in known
transform domains for CS MRI.

Square transform learning has also been applied to CT
reconstruction [130]. Another recent work used square
transform learning for low-dose CT image reconstruc-
tion [131] with a shifted-Poisson likelihood penalty for the
data-fidelity term in the cost (instead of the conventional
weighted least-squares penalty), but prelearned the trans-
form from a data set and fixed it during reconstruction to
save computation.

Other works have explored alternative formulations
for transform learning (e.g., overcomplete or tall [132]
transforms) that could be potentially used for image
reconstruction.

3) Learning Rich Unions of Transforms for Reconstruction:
Since images typically contain a diversity of textures,
features, and edge information, recent works [26], [29],
[133] learned a union of transforms (a rich model) for
image reconstruction. In this setting, a collection of K
transforms is learned, and the image patches are grouped
or clustered into K classes, with each class of (sim-
ilar) patches best matched to and using a particular
transform. The union of transforms learning (UNITE)
image reconstruction formulation in [29] uses the
following regularizer:

R(x) = min
{W k,Ck,zj}

K�
k=1

�
j∈Ck

�
�W kP jx− zj�2

2 + λ2�zj�0

�

s.t. WH
k W k = I ∀ k, {Ck} ∈ G. (18)

Here, Ck is a set containing the indices of all patches
matched to the transform W k, and G denotes the set of
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Fig. 4. Cone-beam CT reconstructions (images from [26]) of the

extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) phantom [134] using the FDK,

PWLS-EP [135] (with EP regularizer), and PWLS-ULTRA [26] (K = 15)

methods at dose I0 = 5× 103 incident photons per ray, shown along

with the ground truth (top left). The central axial, sagittal, and

coronal planes of the 3-D reconstruction are shown. The

learning-based PWLS-ULTRA removes noise and preserve edges

much better than the other schemes.

all partitions of [1 : N ] into K disjoint subsets, where N is
the total number of overlapping patches. Note that when
indexed variables are enclosed in braces [in (18) and later
equations], we mean the set of all variables over the range
of the indices.

The UNITE reconstruction formulation jointly learns a
collection of transforms, clusters and sparse codes patches,
and reconstructs the image x from measurements. An
efficient BCD algorithm with convergence guarantees was
proposed for optimizing the problem in [29]. The K

transforms in (18) are unitary, which simplifies the BCD
updates. For MRI, UNITE-MRI achieved improved image
quality over the square transform learning-based scheme
when reconstructing from undersampled k-space measure-
ments [29].

Recent works applied learned unions of transforms
to other applications. For example, the union of trans-
forms model was prelearned (from a data set) and used
in a clustering-based low-dose 3-D CT reconstruction
scheme [26]. Fig. 4 shows an example of high quality
reconstructions obtained with this scheme. Although the
work used a PWLS-type reconstruction cost, a more recent
method [131] replaced the weighted least-squares data-
fidelity term with the shifted-Poisson likelihood penalty,
which further improved the image quality and reduced
bias in the reconstruction in ultralow-dose settings. Other
recent works combined learned union of transforms
models with material image models and applied it to

image-domain material decomposition in dual-energy CT
with high quality results [136], [137].

4) Learning-Structured Transform Models: It is often use-
ful to incorporate various structures and invariances in
learning to better model the natural data and to prevent
learning spurious features in the presence of noise and
corruptions. Flipping and rotation invariant sparsifying
transform learning was recently proposed and applied
to image reconstruction in [138]. The regularization is
similar to (18), but using W k = WΦk with a common
parent transform W and {Φk} denoting a set of known
flipping and rotation operators that apply to each (row)
atom of W and approximate flips and rotations by permu-
tations (similar to [101], but which used fixed 1-D Haar
wavelets as the parent). This enables learning a much
more structured but flexible (depending on the number
of operators Φk) model than in (18), with clustering
done more based on similar directional properties. Images
with more directional features are better modeled by such
learned transforms [138].

5) Learning Complementary Models—Low-Rank and
Transform Sparsity: A recent work [139] proposed an
approach called Sparsifying TRansfOrm Learning and
Low-Rank (STROLLR) that combines two complementary
regularizers: one exploiting (nonlocal) self-similarity
between regions and another exploiting transform
learning that is based on local patch sparsity. Nonlocal
similarity and block matching models are well known to
have excellent performance in image processing tasks such
as image denoising (with block-matching and 3-D filtering
or BM3D [140]). The STROLLR regularizer has the form
R(x) = R1(x) + R2(x), where the low-rank regularizer is
as follows:

R1(x) = min
{Uj}

N�
j=1

�
�Mj(x) − Uj�2

F + η2 rank(Uj)
�

(19)

and the transform learning regularizer is

R2(x) = min
W ,{zj}

N�
j=1

�
�WHjx− zj�2

2 + λ2 �zj�0

�

s.t. WHW = I. (20)

Here, the operator Mj is a block matching operator that
extracts the jth patch P jx and the L − 1 patches most
similar to it and forms a matrix, whose columns are the
jth patch and its matched siblings, ordered by the degree
of match. This matrix is approximated by a low-rank matrix
Uj in (19), with η > 0. The vector Hjx is a vectorization
of the submatrix that is the first P columns of Mj(x).
Thus, the regularizer in (20) learns a higher dimensional
transform (e.g., 3-D transform for 2-D patches) and jointly
sparsifies nonlocal but similar patches.
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Fig. 5. MRI reconstructions (images from [127]) with

pseudo-radial sampling and 5× undersampling using Sparse

MRI [15] (peak signal-to-noise ratio or PSNR = 27.92 dB),

ADMM-Net [141] (PSNR = 30.67 dB), and STROLLR-MRI [139]

(PSNR = 31.98 dB), along with the original image from [141].

STROLLR-MRI clearly outperforms the nonadaptive Sparse MRI,

while ADMM-Net also produces undesirable artifacts.

STROLLR-MRI [139] was shown to achieve better CS
MRI image quality over several methods including the
supervised (deep) learning-based alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM)-Net [141]. Fig. 5 shows
example MRI reconstructions and comparisons. Similar to
UNITE-MRI, there is an underlying grouping of patches,
but STROLLR-MRI exploits block-matching and sparsity to
implicitly perform grouping.

D. Online Learning for Reconstruction

Recent works have proposed online learning of sophis-
ticated models for reconstruction, particularly of dynamic
data from time-series measurements [32], [142], [143].
In this setting, the reconstructions are produced in a
time-sequential manner from the incoming measurement
sequence, with the models also adapted simultaneously
and sequentially over time to track the underlying object’s
dynamics and aid reconstruction. Such methods allow
greater adaptivity to temporal dynamics and can enable
dynamic reconstruction with less latency, memory use,
and computation than conventional methods. Potential
applications include real-time medical imaging, interven-
tional imaging, etc., or they could be used even for more
efficient and (spatially and temporally) adaptive offline
reconstruction of large-scale (big) data.

A recent work efficiently adapted low-rank tensor mod-
els in an online manner for dynamic MRI [143]. Online
learning for dynamic image reconstruction was shown to
be promising in [32] and [143], which adapted synthesis

dictionaries to spatio-temporal patches. In this setup [32],
measurements corresponding to a group (called mini-
batch) of frames are processed at a time using a sliding
window strategy. The objective function for reconstruction
is a weighted time average of instantaneous cost functions,
each corresponding to a group of processed frames. An
exponential weighting (forgetting) factor for the instan-
taneous cost functions controls the past memory in the
objective. The instantaneous cost functions include both
a data-fidelity and a regularizer (corresponding to patches
in the group of frames) term. The objective function thus
changes over time and is optimized at each time point with
respect to the most recent minibatch of frames and corre-
sponding sparse coefficients (with older frames and coeffi-
cients fixed), but the dictionary is itself adapted therein to
all the data. Each frame can be reconstructed from multiple
overlapping temporal windows and a weighted average of
those used as the final estimate.

The online learning algorithms in [32] achieved com-
putational efficiency by using warm start initializations
(that improve over time) for variables and frames based
on estimates in previous windows, and thus running only a
few iterations of optimization for each new window. They
stored past information in small (cumulatively updated)
matrices for the dictionary update (low memory usage).
The methods were significantly more efficient and more
effective than batch learning-based techniques for dynamic
MRI that iteratively learn and reconstruct from all k-t space
measurements. Given the potential of online learning
methods to transform dynamic and large-scale imaging, we
expect to see growing interest and research in this domain.

E. Connections Between Transform Learning
Approaches and Convolutional Network Models

The sparsifying transform models in Section V-C have
close connections with convolutional filterbanks. This
section and the next review some of these connections and
implications for reconstruction.

1) Connections to Filterbanks: Transform learning and its
application to regularly spaced image patches [144] can
be equivalently performed using convolutional operations.
For example, applying an atom of the transform to all the
overlapping patches of an (2-D) image via inner products is
equivalent to convolving the image with a transform filter
that is the (2-D) flipped version of the atom. Thus, sparse
coding in the transform model can be viewed as convolving
the image with a set of transform filters (obtained from
the transform atoms) and thresholding the resulting filter
coefficient maps, and transform learning can be viewed
as equivalently learning convolutional sparsifying filters
[145], [146]. When using only a regularly spaced subset
of patches, the above interpretation of transform sparse
coding modifies to convolving the image with the trans-
form filters, downsampling the results, and then thresh-
olding [144]. Transform models based on clustering [29]
add nontrivial complexities to this process.
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Applying the matrix WH to the sparse codes of all
overlapping patches and spatially aggregating the results
an operation used in iterative transform-based reconstruc-
tion algorithms [29], is equivalent to filtering the thresh-
olded filter coefficient maps with corresponding matched
filters (complex conjugate of transform atoms) and sum-
ming the results over the channels. These equivalences
between patch-based and convolutional operations for the
transform model contrast with the case for the synthesis
dictionary model in Section V-B, where the patch-based
and convolutional versions of the model are not equivalent
in general. When a disparate set of (e.g., randomly chosen)
image patches or operations such as block matching [139],
etc., are used with the transform model, the underlying
operations do not correspond to convolutions (thus, the
transform learning frameworks can be viewed as more
general). Typically, the convolutional implementation of
transforms is more computationally efficient than the
patch-based version for large filter sizes [144].

Recent works have exploited the filterbank interpre-
tation of the transform model [144], [147], [148]. For
example, in [149], the authors learned filterbanks for MRI
reconstruction. In [144], they studied alternative proper-
ties and regularizers for transform learning.

2) Multilayer Transform Learning: A recent work [148]
proposed learning multilayer extensions of the transform
model [dubbed deep residual transforms (DeepResT)]
that mimic CNNs by incorporating components such as
filtering, nonlinearities, pooling, and stacking; however,
the learning was done using unsupervised model-based
transform learning-type cost functions.

In the conventional transform model, the image is
passed through a set of transform filters and thresholded
(the nonlinearity) to generate the sparse coefficient maps.
In the DeepResT model, the residual (difference) between
the filter outputs and their sparse versions is computed,
and these residual maps for different filters are stacked
together to form a residual volume that is jointly sparsified
in the next layer. To prevent dimensionality explosion,
each filtering of the residual volume in the second and
subsequent layers produces a 2-D output (for a 2-D initial
image). The multilayer model thus consists of successive
joint sparsification of residual maps several times (cf. [149,
Fig. 1] and [128, Fig. 9]). The filters and sparse maps in all
layers of the (encoder) network are jointly and efficiently
learned in [148] from images to provide the smallest
sparsification residuals in the final (output) layer, a trans-
form learning-type cost. The learned model and multilayer
sparse coefficient maps can then be backpropagated in
a linear fashion (decoder) to generate image approxima-
tions. The DeepResT model also downsampled (pooled)
the residual maps (along the filter channel dimension) in
each encoder layer before further filtering them, providing
robustness to noise and data corruptions. The learned
models [148] were shown to provide promising perfor-
mance for denoising images when learning directly from

the noisy data, and moreover learning stacked multilayer
encoder–decoder modules was shown to improve the per-
formance, especially at high noise levels. Application of
such deep transform models to medical image reconstruc-
tion [150] is an ongoing area of potent research.

F. Physics-Driven Deep Training of
Transform-Based Reconstruction Models

There has been growing recent interest in supervised
learning approaches for image reconstruction [33]. These
methods learn the parameters of reconstruction algorithms
from training data sets (typically consisting of pairs of
ground-truth images and initial reconstructions from mea-
surements) to minimize the error in reconstructing the
training images from their typically limited or corrupted
measurements. For example, the reconstruction model
can be a deep CNN (typically consisting of encoder and
decoder parts) that can be trained (as a denoiser) to
produce a reconstruction from an initial corrupted ver-
sion [34]. Section VI discusses such approaches in more
detail. These methods can often require large training sets
to learn billions of parameters (e.g., filters, etc.). More-
over, learned CNNs (deep learning) may not typically or
rigorously incorporate the imaging measurement model or
the information about the physics of the imaging process,
which are a key part of solving inverse problems. Hence,
there has been recent interest in learning the parameters
of iterative algorithms that solve regularized inverse prob-
lems [35], [141] (cf. Section VI for more such methods).
These methods can also typically have fewer free parame-
ters to train.

Recent works have interpreted early transform-based
BCS algorithms as deep physics-driven convolutional net-
works learned on-the-fly, i.e., in a blind manner, from
measurements [35], [147]. For example, the image update
step in the square transform BCS (that learns a unitary
transform) algorithm in [29] involves a least-squares-type
optimization with the following normal equation:

Gxk = νAHy +
N�

j=1

P T
j D

kHλ(W kP jx
k−1) (21)

where ν = 1/β (for β in Section V-B or V-C) and k denotes
the iteration number in the BCD reconstruction algorithm.
Matrix Dk � (W k)H is a (matched) synthesis operator,
and G �

�N
j=1 P

T
j P j + νAHA is a fixed matrix. The

hard-thresholding in (21) corresponds to the solution of
the sparse coding step of the BCD algorithm [29].

Fig. 6 shows an unrolling of K iterations (layers)
of (21), with fresh filters in each iteration. Each layer has
a system model block that solves (21) [e.g., with FFTs or
the conjugate gradient (CG) method], whose inputs are
the two terms on the right-hand side of (21): the first
term is a fixed bias term; and the second term (denotes
a decorruption step) is computed via convolutions by first
applying the transform filters (denoted by hk

l , 1 ≤ l ≤ L
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Fig. 6. Reconstruction model (see [147]) derived from the image update step of the square transform learning-based image reconstruction

algorithm in [29]. The model here has K layers corresponding to K iterations. Each layer first has a decorruption step that computes

the second term in (21) using filtering and thresholding operations, assuming a transform model with L filters. This is followed by a system

model block that adds the fixed bias term νAHy to the output of the decorruption step and performs a least-squares-type image update

(e.g., using CG) to enforce the imaging forward model.

in Fig. 6) followed by thresholding (the nonlinearity)
and then matched synthesis filters (denoted by gk

l , 1 ≤
l ≤ L), and summing the outputs over the filters.
This is clear from writing the second term in (21) as�L

l=1

�N
j=1 P

T
j dk

lHλ(rkT

l P jx
k−1), with dl and rl denot-

ing the lth columns of D and R = W T , respectively.
Each of the L terms forming the outer summation here
corresponds to the output of an arm (of transform filtering,
thresholding, and synthesis filtering) in the decorruption
module shown in Fig. 6. Since the BCS scheme in [29]
does not use training data, but rather learns the trans-
form filters as part of the iterative BCD algorithm (hence,
the transform could change from iteration to iteration or
layer to layer), it can be interpreted as learning the model
in Fig. 6 in an on-the-fly sense from measurements.

Recent works [35], [147] learned the filters in this
multilayer model (BCD Net [151]) with soft-thresholding
(�1-norm-based) nonlinearities and trainable thresholds
using a greedy scheme to minimize the error in recon-
structing a training set from limited measurements. These
and similar approaches (including the transform-based
ADMM-Net [141]) involving unrolling of typical image
reconstruction algorithms are physics-driven deep train-
ing methods due to the systematic inclusion of the
imaging forward model in the convolutional network.
Once learned, the reconstruction model can be efficiently
applied to test data using convolutions, thresholding, and
least-squares-type updates. While the works in [35]
and [148] did not enforce the corresponding synthesis and
transform filters (in each arm of the decorruption module)
to be matched in each layer, recent work [151] learned
matched filters, improving image quality. The learning of
such physics-driven networks is an active area of research,
with interesting possibilities for new innovation in the con-
volutional models in the architecture motivated by more
recent transform and DL-based (or other) reconstruction
methods. In such methods, the thresholding operation is
the key to exploiting sparsity.

VI. D E E P L E A R N I N G M E T H O D S

One of the most important recent developments in the
field of image reconstruction is the introduction of deep
learning approaches [38]. Motivated by the tremendous

success of deep learning for image classification [152],
[153], image segmentation [154], denoising [155], etc.,
many groups have recently successfully applied deep
learning approaches to various image reconstruction
problems such as in X-ray CT [156]–[162], MRI [33],
[34], [161], [163]–[166], PET [167], [168], ultrasound
[169], [170], and optics [171]–[173]. As of mid 2019, two
commercial CT vendors received FDA approval for deep
learning image reconstruction [174], [175].

The sharp increase in deep learning approaches for
image reconstruction problems may be due to the “perfect
storm” resulting from a combination of multiple attributes
in perfect timing: availability of large public data,
well-established GPU infrastructure in the image recon-
struction community, easy-to-access deep learning tool-
boxes, industrial push, and open publications using arXiv.

For example, one important public data set that has
significantly contributed to this wave is the 2016 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) Low-Dose
X-ray CT Grand Challenge data set [176]. The training data
sets consist of normal-dose and quarter-dose abdominal CT
data from ten patients. Another emerging important data
set is the fast MRI data set by NYU Langone Health and
Facebook [177]. The data set comprises raw k-space data
from more than 1500 fully sampled knee MRIs and Dig-
ital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)
images from 10 000 clinical knee MRIs obtained at 3 or
1.5 T.

In addition, GPU methods have been extensively imple-
mented to accelerate iterative methods in the field of image
reconstruction. As a result, open deep learning toolboxes
such as Tensorflow, pyTorch, MatConvNet, etc., based on
GPU programming, are easily accessible to researchers in
the field of image reconstruction. Moreover, the industry
has been engaging in a big push in this development
from the early phase, since deep learning-based image
reconstruction methods are well suited to their business
models. This is because the training can be done by the
vendors with large databases and the users could enjoy
high-quality reconstruction results at near real-time recon-
struction speed.

Given the relatively long publication cycle for regular
journals in the field of image reconstruction, most new
developments are found in arXiv preprints, well before
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Fig. 7. Various realizations of deep learning for image

reconstruction. (a) Image-domain learning. (b) Hybrid-domain

learning. (c) AUTOMAP. (d) Sensor-domain learning.

they are formally accepted by the journals. This new trend
of open publication facilitates the significant progress
in this area within a short time period. The following
section reviews the recent developments based on the
peer-reviewed publications and arXiv preprints.

A. Categories of the Existing Approaches

This section starts with reviews of various network archi-
tectures and designs principles for image reconstruction
problems. Fig. 7 illustrates typical architectures at a high
level, which are commonly used in the literature. However,
this field is rapidly growing, so a complete review of the
design principles is beyond the scope of this article.

1) Image-Domain Learning: In image-domain approa-
ches [156], [157], [160]–[162], [164], [165], [178],
[179], artifact-corrupted images are first generated from
the measurement data using some analytic methods (e.g.,
FBP, Fourier transform, etc.), from which NNs are trained
to learn the artifacts [see Fig. 7(a)]. For example, the low-
dose and sparse CT NNs [156], [157], [160]–[162], [179]
belong to this class, where the noise corrupted images are
first generated from the noisy or sparse view sinogram data
using FBP, after which the artifacts are learned by compar-
ing with the noiseless label images. In MR applications, the
early U-Net architectures for CS MRI [165], [180] were

also designed to remove the aliasing artifacts after obtain-
ing the Fourier inversion image from the downsampled
k-space data.

In particular, FBPConvNet [161] showed that image-
domain networks can be derived by unrolling sparse recov-
ery for one specific class of inverse problems: those where
the normal operator associated with the forward model is
a convolution. For this class of inverse problems, a CNN
then emerges. This class of normal operators includes MRI,
parallel-beam X-ray CT, and diffraction tomography (DT).

A current trend in image-domain learning is to use more
sophisticated loss functions to overcome the observed
smoothing artifacts. For example, Yang et al. [181] used
the perceptual loss and the Wasserstein distance loss to
improve resolution.

2) Hybrid-Domain Learning: In this class of approa-
ches [33], [141], [158], [159], [163]–[165], [182]–[187],
the data consistency term is imposed in the NN train-
ing and inference to improve the performance as shown
in Fig. 7(b). The physics-driven deep training methods
in Section V-F included the full data-fidelity-based image
update in each layer.

The learned iterative soft-thresholding (LISTA) [188] is
one of the earliest unfolding approaches that uses a time
unfolded version of the ISTA algorithm [189]. Specifically,
the weight matrices and sparsifying soft-thresholding oper-
ator are learned from the data (as also done in later works
discussed in Section V-F).

The variational NN for CS MRI [164] derived an
unrolled NN that uses a data consistency term for each
layer. Specifically, the variational network is based on
unfolding the following optimization problem:

min
x

λ

2
�y −Ax�2 + R(x) (22)

where the regularization term R(x) is represented as a
sum of multichannel operations

R(x) =
M�

i=1


Φi(Kix), 1� (23)

where K i denotes the ith linear operator represented by
the ith channel convolution (like the transform filters in
Section V), and Φi denotes the associated activation func-
tion. In a variational network [164], the convolution-based
linear operator Ki, the gradient of the activation func-
tion Φ�

i, and the regularization parameter λk are learned
for each unfolded Landweber iteration steps. Related
approaches have been taken in dynamic cardiac MRI [33].

In ADMM-Net [141], the unrolled steps of the
ADMM-based reconstruction algorithm are mapped to
each layer of a deep NN. Recently, the primal–dual
algorithm was extended to obtain a CNN-based learned
primal–dual approach [159]. In this approach, two
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NNs are learned for the primal step and dual step. The
projected gradient method has also been extended to a
NN approach [182].

Another class of popular hybrid-domain approaches
is based on the CNN penalty and plug-and-play model.
Specifically, in CNN penalty approaches [163], a NN is
used as a prior model within an MBIR framework. Rather
than using a CNN penalty explicitly, in the plug-and-play
approach [186], [187], the denoising step of an iteration
like ADMM is replaced with a NN denoiser. Similarly, the
deep image prior approach [190] formulates the image
reconstruction problem as

min
θ

λ

2
�y −Az(θ)�2 + R(z(θ)) (24)

s.t. z(θ) = Gθ(v) (25)

where Gθ is a deep NN parameterized by θ. The dimen-
sion of the parameter θ is usually determined by the NN
architecture. In the original deep prior model [190], the
input (v) for the NN was a noise vector. Instead, in its
recent application to PET image reconstruction [168],
simultaneously acquired MRI data were used as the input
to the NN for PET reconstruction using deep image prior.

3) Automap: The Automated Transform by Mani-
fold Approximation (AUTOMAP) [166] [see Fig. 7(c)]
approach learns a direct mapping from the measurement
domain to image domain using a NN. This approach
requires a fully connected layer followed by convolution
layers, leading to high memory requirements for storing
that fully connected layer, currently limiting AUTOMAP
applications to small size reconstruction problems in MRI.

4) Sensor-Domain Learning: Sensor-domain learning
approaches try to learn the sensor-domain interpolation
and denoising using an NN as shown in Fig. 7(d). For
low-dose CT, the work in [191] designed an NN in the
projection domain, yet the NN is trained in an end-to-
end manner from the sinogram to the image domain.
Accordingly, the final output of the NN is a data-driven
ramp filter designed by minimizing the image-domain loss.
Metal artifact correction in CT is another opportunity for
sensor-domain learning [192], [193]. For low-dose CT and
sparse view CT, direct sonogram-domain processing using
deep NN was also proposed [194], [195]. In k-space
deep learning for accelerated MRI [196]–[198], NNs were
designed to learn k-space interpolation kernels in an end-
to-end manner from k-space to the image domain using an
image-domain loss.

5) Some Variations: In [156], the NNs were designed to
learn the relationship between contourlet transform
coefficients of the low-dose input and high-dose
label data. Later, this problem is formally extended to
wavelet-domain residual network (WavResNet) to improve
the performance [158] (see Fig. 8). Here, the choice of
appropriate transform domain facilitating efficient

Fig. 8. Left to right: full-dose FBP reconstruction, quarter-dose

FBP reconstruction, and WavResNet denoising results [158]

applied to 25% dose FBP images. The detailed textures, vessel

structure, and cancer lesions are clearly seen in the denoised

results.

learning is important and usually based on domain
expertise. For example, in a recent deep NN architecture
for interior tomography problems, [199] observed that
the NN is more robust with respect to different region of
interest (ROI) sizes, detector pitch, short scan, and sparse
view artifacts, if the NN is designed in the differentiated
backprojection (DBP) domain. The DBP is well-known
in the CT community for its robustness to short scan
artifact, interior tomography, etc., which clearly shows the
importance of domain expertise in designing NNs.

B. Semisupervised and Unsupervised Learning

Most deep learning approaches for image reconstruction
have been based on the supervised learning framework.
For example, in the low-dose CT reconstruction problems,
the NN is trained to learn the mapping between the noisy
image and the noiseless (or high dose) label images. Sim-
ilar approaches are taken in accelerated MRI, where the
relationship between highly accelerated and artifact cor-
rupted input and the fully sampled label data are learned
using training data.

Unfortunately, in many imaging scenarios, the noiseless
label images are difficult to obtain or even impossible
to acquire. For example, in low-dose CT problems, an
institutional reviewer board (IRB) rarely approves exper-
iments that would require two exposures at low- and
high-dose levels due to the potential risks to patients. This
is why in the AAPM X-ray CT Low-Dose Grand Challenge,
the matched low-dose images were generated by adding
synthetic noise to the full-dose sinogram data. Even in
accelerated MRI, high-resolution fully sampled k-space
data are very difficult to acquire due to the long scan time
and impossible to collect for dynamic MRI data sets that
are all inherently undersampled. Therefore, NN training
without reference or with small reference pairs is very
important in the field of image reconstruction.

One of the earliest works in this regard was a
low-dose CT denoising network using generative adversar-
ial network (GAN) loss [160]. Instead of using matched
high-dose data, the authors employ the GAN loss to match
the probability distribution. One of the limitations of this
work is that the network is very sensitive and, without
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careful training, spurious artifacts are often generated due
to the generative nature of GAN. To address this problem,
a cycleGAN architecture employed cyclic loss and identity
loss for multiphase cardiac CT problems [200]. Thanks to
the two-loss functions, the authors demonstrated that no
spurious artifact appeared in their results even without
reference data.

In addition, several of the learning approaches in
Section V also do not require reference data (or can
use limited reference data) to provide high-quality
reconstructions.

C. Interpretation of Deep Models

One of the major hurdles of the deep learning
approaches for image reconstruction is the black-box
nature of NNs. This is especially problematic for medical
imaging applications, since many clinicians are concerned
about whether the performance improvement is real or
cosmetic.

The modern reconstruction techniques, such as CS,
can be considered as representation learning methods that
aim at finding the optimal parsimonious representation
under the data-fidelity term. Unfortunately, the classical
approaches usually require computationally expensive
optimization methods to find the optimal representation.
One of the important take-home messages of this section
is to show that deep learning approaches are indeed
another form of representation learning approaches, which
have advantages compared to the classical approaches. In
the following, we start to revisit the classical approaches
in this aspect.

1) Image Reconstruction via Representation Learning: One
can formulate image reconstruction problems as

min
x∈X

�y −Ax�2 (26)

where X denotes the low-dimensional manifold where the
unknown x lives. For example, X can be represented by

X =


x | x =

�
i∈I


bi,x�b̃i,

�
(27)

where I ⊆ N is an index set (for example, in CS, I is a
sparse index set such that the signal can be represented as
a sparse combination of basis elements). Here, a family
of functions {bi}i∈N is usually selected as a frame that
satisfies the following equality [201]:

A�x�2 ≤
�
i∈N

|
bi,x�|2 ≤ B�x�2 ∀x ∈ H (28)

where A,B > 0 are called the frame bounds, and H

denotes the specific Hilbert space. If A = B, then the
frame is called a tight frame. In (27), another family

of functions {b̃i}i∈N form the dual frame satisfying the
equality �

i∈N


bi, b̃i� = 1.

If the frame basis is chosen in a multiresolution manner,
it is called framelet. In CS, the frames are usually cho-
sen from wavelet transforms, overcomplete dictionaries,
or other redundant bases, where the sparse combination
of a subset of the frame can represent the unknown signals
with high accuracy.

Even for recent approaches such as low-rank Hankel
structured matrix completion approaches, the same frame
interpretation exists. Specifically, for a given low-rank Han-
kel matrix H

[n]
[d] (x), let Φ = [φ1, . . . ,φn] ∈ R

n×n and
Ψ = [ψ1, . . . ,ψd] ∈ R

d×d denote the arbitrary ortho-
normal basis matrices that are multiplied to the left and
right of the Hankel matrix, respectively. The work in [202]
derived the following signal expansion, which they called
the convolution framelet expansion:

x =
1

d

n�
i=1

d�
j=1


x,φi � ψj�φi � ψj (29)

implying that {φi � ψj}n,d
i,j=1 is a tight frame.

The observations imply that an efficient and concise sig-
nal representation is important for the success of modern
image reconstruction approaches, and specific algorithms
may differ in their choice of the frame basis and specific
method to identify the sparse subset that concisely repre-
sents the signal.

In this perspective, the classical approaches such as
CS, structured low-rank Hankel matrix approaches, etc.,
have two fundamental limitations. First, the choice of the
underlying frame (and its dual) is based on top-down
design principles. For example, most of wavelet theory
has been developed around the edge-adaptive basis rep-
resentations such as curvelet [203], contourlet [204], etc.,
whose design principle is based on top-down mathematical
modeling. Moreover, the search for the sparse index set I
for the case of CS is usually done using a computationally
expensive optimization framework. The following section
shows that these limitations of classical representation
learning approaches can be largely overcome by deep
learning approaches.

2) Deep Neural Networks as Combinatorial Representa-
tion Learning: The recent theory of deep convolutional
framelets claims that a deep NN can be interpreted as
a framelet representation, whose frame basis is learned
from the training data [205]. Moreover, a recent follow-up
study [206] showed how this frame representation can
be automatically adapted to various input signals in a
real-time manner.

To understand these findings, consider the symmetric
encoder–decoder CNN in Fig. 9, which has been used
for image reconstruction problems [161], [162]. Specif-
ically, the encoder network maps a given input signal
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Fig. 9. Example of encoder–decoder CNN. The encoder is composed of the first κ layers, while the latter κ layers form a decoder network.

x ∈ X ⊂ R
d0 to a feature space z ∈ Z ⊂ R

dκ , whereas
the decoder takes this feature map as an input, processes
it, and produces an output y ∈ Y ⊂ R

d0 . At the lth
layer, ml, ql, and dl := mlql denote the dimension of the
signal, the number of filter channels, and the total feature
vector dimension, respectively. We consider a symmetric
configuration, where both the encoder and decoder have
the same number of layers, say κ; and the encoder layer E l

and the decoder layer Dl are symmetric

E l : R
dl−1 → R

dl ,

Dl : R
dl → R

dl−1 .

The jth channel output from the the lth layer encoder
can be represented by a multichannel convolution oper-
ation [206]

xl
j = σ

�
Φl�

ql−1�
k=1

�
xl−1

k � ψ
l

j,k

��
(30)

where xl−1
k denotes the kth input channel signal,

ψ
l

j,k ∈ R
r denotes the r-tap convolutional kernel that

is convolved with the kth input channel to contribute to
the jth channel output, and Φl� is the pooling operator.
Here, v is the flipped version of the vector v such that
v[n] = v[−n] with the periodic boundary condition, and
� is the circular convolution (using periodic boundary con-
ditions simplifies the mathematical treatments). Similarly,
the jth channel decoder layer convolution output is given
by [206]

x̃l−1
j = σ

�
ql�

k=1

�
Φ̃

l
x̃l

k � ψ̃
l

j,k

��
(31)

where Φ̃
l

denotes the unpooling operator, x̃l
k denotes the

kth input channel signal for the decoder, and ψ̃
l

j,k ∈ R
r

denotes the r-tap convolutional kernel that is convolved
with the kth input channel to contribute to the jth channel
output.

By concatenating the multichannel signal in column
direction as

xl :=
�
xl�

1 · · · xl�
ql

��

the encoder and decoder convolutions in (30) and (31) can
be represented using the matrix notation

xl = σ(El�xl−1), x̃l−1 = σ(Dlx̃l) (32)

where σ(·) denotes the elementwise rectified linear
unit (ReLU) and

El =

�
���

Φl � ψl
1,1 · · · Φl � ψl

ql,1

...
. . .

...
Φl � ψl

1,ql−1
· · · Φl � ψl

ql,ql−1

�
��	 (33)

Dl =

�
���

Φ̃
l � ψ̃l

1,1 · · · Φ̃
l � ψ̃

l

1,ql

...
. . .

...
Φ̃

l � ψ̃
l

ql−1,1 · · · Φ̃
l � ψ̃

l

ql−1,ql

�
��	 (34)

and

Φl =
�
φl

1 · · · φl
ml

�
�
Φl � ψl

i,j

�
:=

�
φl

1 � ψl
i,j · · · φl

ml
� ψl

i,j

�
.

Then, one of the most important observations is that the
output of the encoder–decoder CNN can be represented as
follows [206]:

y =
�

i


bi(x),x�b̃i(x) (35)

where bi(x) and b̃i(x) denote the ith columns of the
following frame basis and its dual:

B(x) = E1Σ1(x)E2 · · ·Σκ−1(x)Eκ (36)

B̃(x) = D1Σ̃
1
(x)D2 · · · Σ̃κ−1

(x)Dκ (37)
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Fig. 10. High-level illustration of input space partitioning for the

three-layer NN with two filter channels for each layer. Input images

at each partition share the same linear representation, but not

across different partitions.

and Σl(x) and Σ̃
l
(x) denote diagonal matrices with 0 and

1 values that are determined by the ReLU output in the
previous convolution steps. Similar basis representation
holds for the encoder–decoder CNNs with the skipped
connection. For more details, see [206].

In the absence of ReLU nonlinearities, the works in
[207] and [208] showed that, assuming that the pooling
and unpooling operators and the filter matrices satisfy
appropriate frame conditions for each l, the representa-
tion (35) is indeed a frame representation of x as in (27),
ensuring perfect signal reconstruction. However, in NNs,
the input and output should differ, so the perfect recon-
struction condition is not of practical interest. Further-
more, the signal representation in (35) should generalize
well for various inputs rather than for specific inputs at
the training phase.

Indeed, the work in [206] shows that the explicit depen-
dence on the input x in (36) and (37) due to the ReLU
nonlinearity solves the riddle, and CNN generalizability
comes from the combinatorial nature of the expansion
in (35) due to the ReLU.

Specifically, since the nonlinearity is applied after the
convolution operation, the on-and-off activation pattern of
each ReLU determines a binary partition of the feature
space at each layer across the hyperplane that is deter-
mined by the convolution. Accordingly, in deep NNs, the
input space X is partitioned into multiple nonoverlapping
regions as shown in Fig. 10 so that input images for each
region share the same linear representation but not across
the partition. This implies that two different input images
in Fig. 10 are automatically switched to two distinct linear
representations that are different from each other.

This input adaptivity poses an important computa-
tional advantage over the classical representation learn-
ing approaches that rely on computationally expensive
optimization techniques. Moreover, the representations are
entirely dependent on the filter sets that are learned from
the training data set, which is different from the classi-
cal representation learning approaches that are designed
by mathematical principles. Furthermore, the number of

input space partitions and the associated distinct linear
representations increase exponentially with the network
depth, width, and the skipped connection, thanks to the
combinatorial nature of ReLU nonlinearities [206]. This
exponentially large expressivity of the NN is another impor-
tant advantage, which may, with the combination of the
aforementioned adaptivity, explain the origin of the suc-
cess of deep NNs for image reconstruction.

VII. O P E N Q U E S T I O N S A N D F U T U R E
D I R E C T I O N S

There are various challenges, open questions, and direc-
tions for image reconstruction that require further
research. This section discusses some possible directions.

As background for this section, it is useful to recall the
general topics of past (and ongoing) image reconstruction
research, many of which are encapsulated in (1). The like-
lihood p(y;x) depends on both accurate physical modeling
of the imaging system and accurate statistical modeling
of the measurements. Numerous papers have focused on
improving the image quality by more accurate models for
imaging physics or statistics. Often, more accurate models
require more computation so there is an engineering chal-
lenge to make accurate models computationally tractable
for routine use. Some imaging systems, like MRI, have
quite flexible sampling patterns and the chosen sampling
pattern is also embedded in the likelihood. The design of
effective sampling patterns is an active research area in
MRI. The prior p(x), or the regularizer R(x) depends on
models for the signal x. Numerous papers have focused
on this aspect, and many of the open problems listed in
the following also relate to signal models. The “arg min”
in (1) requires an optimization algorithm, and numerous
papers have proposed algorithms (often with various prop-
erties such as rapid theoretical or empirical convergence,
or whose computations scale well to large-scale settings,
etc.) for specific image reconstruction problems. This will
continue to be an active research area because new signal
models lead to new optimization problems. Furthermore,
many deep-learning methods for image reconstruction are
based on “unrolling” some optimization algorithm.

After performing optimization to get an image x̂, the
research continues because the field needs task-based
metrics to quantify the quality of x̂. Objective assess-
ment of image quality is an ongoing research area [207]
that should have more influence on image reconstruction
research in the future because traditional measures like
mean-squared error [208] are unlikely to predict how well
a given imaging system and reconstruction method will
perform in clinical tasks.

Several learning-driven iterative algorithms have been
proposed for image reconstruction, particularly from lim-
ited or corrupted data and have shown promise in imaging
applications. Some of these methods have proven conver-
gence guarantees. For example, recent works [29], [126]
show the convergence of BCD transform learning-based
BCS algorithms to the critical points of the underlying
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nonconvex problems. However, analysis of theoretical con-
ditions on the learned models, cost functions, algorithm
initializations, and (e.g., k-space) sampling guarantee-
ing accurate and stable image recovery in learning-based
setups requires further research. Such results would shed
light on appropriate model properties and constraints for
different modalities and also aid the development of bet-
ter behaved iterative algorithms. Theoretical results on
desirable properties and invariances for filters and non-
linearities and provable ways to incorporate physics in
the algorithm architecture would also benefit CNN-based
reconstruction methods [34] and physics-driven deep
training-based reconstruction approaches [35], [151].

In online learning-based reconstruction, adapting rela-
tively simple models may speed up the algorithm (par-
ticularly when real-time reconstruction is needed), but
at the cost of image quality and vice-versa. Develop-
ing online learning-based approaches that achieve opti-
mal tradeoffs between complexity or richness of the
learned model, runtime per minibatch, convergence (over
time), and image quality is an important area of future
research.

A rigorous understanding of the pros and cons of dif-
ferent learning-based approaches and the regimes (signal-
to-noise ratios, dose levels, or undersampling) where they
work well is lacking. For example, some methods learn
models such as dictionaries or sparsifying transforms using
model-based cost functions from the training data. These
methods require fairly modest training data (e.g., several
images or patches) and can learn some general properties
of images that generalize fairly well [26] to new data
(e.g., unseen structures may contain similar directional
features). BCS methods, on the other hand, learn models
on-the-fly from measurements without requiring the train-
ing data, mimicking multilayer (iterative) networks but
learned in a completely unsupervised and highly adaptive
manner. Supervised learning approaches learn the parame-
ters of reconstruction models often from large data sets
of input–output pairs, but may be less likely to generalize
to unseen data [209] or could produce spurious recon-
structions of unseen features [127] and anomalies (which
are much less likely to occur in training sets). Moreover,
supervised learning-based methods typically do not incor-
porate instance-adaptive components such as optimizing
clustering for each test case within a network. A rigorous
analysis of the different learning methodologies and their
efficacy and drawbacks in different (training and testing)
data and noise regimes would enable better use of such
methods as well as aid the development of better models
and improved learning-based reconstruction. Effectively
and efficiently combining the benefits of both supervised
and unsupervised or model-based learning methods is an
interesting line of future research.

There is also increasing interest in learning-driven
sampling of data, particularly limited measurements,
in medical imaging. Some recent works [210], [211]
proposed learning the undersampling pattern for CS MRI

to minimize error in reconstructing a set of training images
(e.g., prescans). The underlying optimization problems for
learning the sampling were combinatorial, and moreover,
the reconstruction error that is optimized would depend on
the chosen reconstruction algorithm and could be a highly
nonconvex function as well. These works [210], [211]
proposed adapting the sampling to both the training data
and the reconstruction algorithm including learning-based
reconstruction schemes and showed improved image
quality compared to conventional sampling strategies such
as variable density random sampling for MRI. However,
the learning could be computationally very expensive
[211] and the convergence behavior of these sampling
adaptation algorithms is unknown. Development of
efficient sampling learning algorithms with guarantees
would be a promising direction of future research.

Although we have discussed the recent interpretation
of deep NNs with the perspective of combinatorial rep-
resentation learning, there still remain open questions.
For example, our understanding of the theory explains
input-dependent automatic adaptation to distinct repre-
sentation, but it does not prove whether the adaptation
provides the optimal representation for a given input. This
question is closely related to the generalization power of
deep NNs, which is still an ongoing research area with
many open questions. Another important open question
is that even if such optimal adaptation from a filter set
exists, our understanding is lacking on whether the NN
training can find such optimal filter sets. Understanding
the optimization landscape is another important research
area in deep NNs, with many open questions [212]–[214].
Recent discoveries show that in many deep NNs, there are
many global minimizers, but depending on the optimiza-
tion algorithms, different minimizers are selected [215],
[216]. Understanding and exploiting this “implicit bias” of
the optimization algorithm is another exciting direction for
future research.

Finally, given the recent trends and breakthroughs
in learning for biomedical imaging, we expect that the
next-generation imaging systems would leverage learning
in all aspects of the imaging system. Such smart imaging
systems may learn from big data sets (available locally
in hospitals or in the cloud) as well as from real-time
patient inputs and optimize the sampling for rapid (e.g.,
with limited measurements) or low-dose imaging and
also optimize the underlying models for efficient and
effective reconstruction and analytics (e.g., classification,
segmentation, disease feature detection, etc.). Such
adaptation of the data acquisition, reconstruction, and
analytics components could be done jointly in an end-
to-end manner to maximize the performance in specific
clinical tasks and allowing for both radiologist and
patient inputs in the learning process. The development
of these next-generation learning-driven systems would
involve research thrusts in both modeling and algorithmic
directions coupled with innovations in physics, hardware,
pulse sequence design, and so on. Importantly, we expect
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models, algorithms, and computation to play an important
and key role in the development of medical imaging in the
near future.

VIII. C O N C L U S I O N

This article surveyed various advances in the field of
medical image reconstruction beginning with analytical
approaches and simple model-based iterative reconstruc-
tion methods based on better models of the imaging system
physics and sensor statistics and simple image regulariza-
tion. Then, this article focused on techniques exploiting
improved image models and properties such as sparsity
and lowrankness that enable reconstructions from limited

or corrupted data, and then discussed several recent
works on sophisticated data-driven or adaptive models
and machine learning techniques for reconstruction.
Examples based on specific modalities, and discussions
were used to provide insight into the behavior and
limitations of different types of surveyed methods. We
discussed different regimes of adaptivity and learning and
some of the connections between different learning-based
models and methods. Although the field of modeling and
learning-based imaging and the concurrent interest in
smart imaging systems are growing, we discussed some
of the challenges, open questions, and future directions for
the field in this article.
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